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Opinion stream mining encompasses methods for monitoring and understanding how people's attitude
towards products changes over time. For many applications, though, not only a speciﬁc product is of
interest but also the properties that people consider important for the whole category of products.
Understanding which product features inﬂuence a buyer's choice positively or negatively allows decision
makers to make well-informed decisions on improving their products or marketing them properly. In this
study, we propose OPINSTREAM, a framework for the discovery and polarity monitoring of implicit
product features deemed important in the people's reviews on different products. Our framework
encompasses stream clustering, extraction of product features from the clusters, cluster adaptation and
semi-supervised sentiment learning inside each cluster. These components build upon our earlier work on
product feature discovery and monitoring (M. Zimmermann, E. Ntoutsi, Z.F. Siddiqui, M. Spiliopoulou, H.-P.
Kriegel, Discovering global and local bursts in a stream of news, in: Proceedings of the 27th Annual ACM
Symposium on Applied Computing, SAC'12, ACM, 2012., M. Zimmermann, E. Ntoutsi, M. Spiliopoulou,
Extracting opinionated (sub)features from a stream of product reviews, in: Proceedings of the 16th
International Conference on Discovery Science (DS'2013), Lecture Noteson Computer Science, vol. 8140,
Springer, Singapore, 2013, pp. 340–355., M. Zimmermann, E. Ntoutsi, M. Spiliopoulou,Adaptive semi
supervised opinion classiﬁer with for getting mechanism (to appear), in: Proceedings of the 29th Annual
ACM Symposium on Applied Computing, SAC'14, ACM, 2014. ), with emphasis on smooth cluster
adaptation. We report on the performance of OPINSTREAM on two real datasets with product reviews,
whereby we evaluate both the stream clustering approach for product feature monitoring and the semisupervised polarity monitoring method.
& 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In e-commerce applications, opinion mining is used to understand
the attitude of people towards products, while opinion stream mining
is used to monitor how this attitude changes with time. Especially for
complex products or services, the expressed opinions are dictated
by the importance people assign to speciﬁc features, e.g. a hotel's
location or a camera's weight. We propose the framework OPINSTREAM for the discovery of product features in opinionated product
reviews, and the monitoring of those features' polarity over time.
Feature discovery and polarity monitoring is a dual problem.
The discovery of product features is an unsupervised task, for
which the stream of product reviews must be partitioned into
topic clusters, as investigated e.g. in [4,5]. The challenge lays in
n
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detecting new topics/features as they start becoming important in
the product reviews, while making sure that the whole set of
discovered features evolves smoothly from one moment to the
next and can thus be monitored in a comprehensive way.
The monitoring of the features' polarity is a supervised learning
task, for which labeled reviews are needed. The challenge lays in
learning under concept drift, as people's attitude to some product
features changes over time [6,7]. Supervised learning on the
stream of reviews must take into account that up-to-date labeled
reviews cannot be available – it is impractical to expect that a
human expert inspects and categorizes arriving reviews as positive
or negative, especially in an inﬁnite data stream scenario. Hence,
polarity monitoring must be performed on an initial seed of
labeled documents, notwithstanding the fact that the concept
reﬂected in these documents may change due to drift.
Our framework OPINSTREAM is an integrated solution to the
challenges of discovering product features and assessing their
polarity in the dynamic context of a stream of reviews. OPINSTREAM encompasses an adaptive stream clustering method that
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derives product features at two levels of granularity, adding new
features and forgetting those becoming outdated as the stream
progresses. Each cluster corresponds to a product feature, the
polarity of which we learn with a within-cluster stream classiﬁer.
To deal with the absence of up-to-date labeled documents, we use
the semi-supervised stream classiﬁer proposed in [3] which only
uses a seed of labeled documents as an input and thereafter adapts
with self-learning.
This work is based on our earlier works [2,3]. In [2], we propose
an adaptive stream clustering algorithm for the discovery and
adaptation of product features, coupled with a static withincluster classiﬁer that learns the polarity of each feature. In [3],
we replace the static classiﬁer with a semi-supervised stream
classiﬁer that labels documents and assigns them to the training
set. In this work, we formalize the framework of [2,3], specifying
its components and workﬂow, we extend [2] with a more
elaborate strategy for the treatment of reviews that do not ﬁt into
the clusters, and we perform more extensive experiments. The
experiments concern both the extended stream clustering algorithm and the semi-supervised stream classiﬁer [3] that builds
upon it (rather than upon the stream clusterer in [2]).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss related
work on feature discovery and polarity monitoring over a stream of
reviews. In Section 3, we ﬁrst give an overview of OPINSTREAM.
Then, we introduce the basic concepts; contents come from [1–3]. In
Section 4, we describe the core algorithms and show how we use
them to derive an initial polarized hierarchy of product features; this
content comes mostly from the original approach [2]. In Section 5,
we introduce a new method for smooth hierarchy adaptation. In
Section 6, we present polarity learning over the stream of reviews;
content comes from [3]. We report on our experiments in Section 7.
Section 8 concludes the study with a summary and outlook.1

2. Related work
For the extraction of product features on a static set of reviews,
scholars mainly consider nouns: Mukherjee et al. [8] consider all
nouns in the reviews; a feature is a noun, relationships among nouns
are relationships among features. Moghaddam and Ester [9] deﬁne a
feature as a frequent itemset of nouns, discovered by a priori at
document and paragraph levels. Zhu et al. concentrate on multi-term
expressions [10]. Long et al. begin with a set of “core” words and
extend it gradually by computing the distance of other words in them;
a set of proximal words constitutes a feature. We also concentrate on
nouns. We deﬁne a “feature” as a cluster centroid and reﬁne clusters
into subclusters, so that a feature is reﬁned into a set of subfeatures [2].
The discovery of the product features in a stream of product
reviews translates into a text stream clustering task, where a
“feature” is the descriptor (usually: centroid) of a cluster. The early
text stream clustering algorithm of Aggarwal and Yu [4] keeps the
number of clusters constant, so that a feature (deﬁned in [4] as a pair
of word vectors, which describes a cluster) is replaced by a new one
as the cluster evolves. Liu et al. [5] also maintain a ﬁxed number of K
clusters but use multiword phrases as cluster descriptors. Evolutionary algorithms [11,12] enforce a smooth change of the clusters as new
reviews arrive. Sebag et al. [13] maintain a “reservoir” of outliers and
perform a statistical test to decide whether the clusters must be
rebuilt to accommodate the outliers. In [1,2], we also treat documents that cannot be accommodated into clusters as outliers; we
maintain them into “containers”, but we adjust the clusters' centroids
as new documents arrive and old ones are forgotten; hence a
1
Throughout this paper, we use the term “feature” for “product feature” and
not for the words constituting the feature space. Instead of the expression “feature
space”, we use the expression “set of dimensions”.
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document that was originally an outlier may later “move” closer to
a cluster's centroid.
Stream clustering algorithms on texts usually assume that the set
of dimensions (be they words or multi-word terms) is ﬁxed and
known a priori. This is not the case in streams of reviews, because
people can freely use previously unseen expressions, including
made-up words, acronyms and jargon. Our earlier cluster evolution
framework MONIC [14] and its followups for cluster evolution
description [15] and for text stream monitoring [16] allow for an
evolving set of dimensions, adding new words and forgetting
obsolete ones. Among dynamic topic modeling methods, there are
also few that allow for changes in the set of dimensions [17,18].
Our earlier text stream clustering algorithm TStream [1] builds
a two-level hierarchy of topics, which are modiﬁed with reclustering to allow for global bursts in the news (upper level of the
hierarchy) and for local bursts inside a topic (single cluster in the
lower level of the hierarchy). In [2], we have extended TStream
towards opinion stream monitoring, by taking account of the
reviews' polarity and by mapping cluster descriptors into product
features – while keeping the two-level hierarchy. The framework
MONIC allows for changes in the set of dimensions [14,1,2] allow
for changes in the set of dimensions. However, this is done by recomputation of the set of dimensions, re-vectorization of the
reviews w.r.t. the new dimensions and re-clustering. This is a very
expensive step that should be done only to prevent serious
performance deterioration. OPINSTREAM has a more elaborate
strategy for cluster adaptation.
The stream classiﬁcation problem for opinionated texts has
been investigated in [6,7], where a framework for sentiment
analysis over a stream of tweets has been proposed. Similarly to
most stream classiﬁcation approaches, this framework assumes
that the labels of the opinionated documents arrive soon after
label prediction; the change detection and classiﬁer adaptation
components of [7] build upon this assumption. However, enforcing
this assumption is impractical, because it implies the availability of
a human expert that inspects all arriving reviews. There are two
approaches to this problem, active stream learning [19] and semisupervised stream learning, which builds upon the earlier concept
of “self-learning” [20]. We opt for semi-supervised stream learning, because active stream learning still requires continuous
human involvement.
Semi-supervised stream learning is used by Silva et al. [21]:
they require only a small number of labeled documents, on which
they train a classiﬁer based on association rules; then, they update
this initial training dataset incrementally with new documents,
the label of which is derived by the classiﬁer. Drury et al. [22] also
use self-training to extend the initial training dataset, but they
assume a static setting. In [3], we propose a semi-supervised
stream classiﬁer for opinionated documents under concept drift:
similarly to the methods of [21,22], it expands the training dataset
with new documents, but it also forgets old documents, so that the
training set grows and shrinks with time; this allows for a better
response to concept drift. In OPINSTREAM we invoke the semisupervised classiﬁer [3] within each cluster.

3. Basic concepts and overview of OPINSTREAM
We study a stream of product reviews. We organize the stream
in batches of ﬁxed batchSize arriving at distinct timepoints
t 0 ; t 1 ; …; t i ; …, so that ti marks the arrival of the ith batch. A review
d in a batch is a document represented by the bag-of-words model,
i.e. the ordering of the words in the review is ignored whereas for
d
each word wi A d its frequency f i is stored.
From this stream we extract and maintain a two-level hierarchy
of product features and their associated polarities over time: we
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Deﬁnition 1 (Review age). The age of a review r is the average age
of all words wi contained in r:
ageðrÞ ¼

1
∑ expð  λ  ðt  t wi ÞÞ
jrjwi A r

ð1Þ

where t is the current timepoint, t wi is the time of the most recent
review that contains wi and λ A R (1 Z λ 4 0) is a decay factor that
determines how fast the old reviews are forgotten.

Fig. 1. The two core functionalities of OPINSTREAM for discovering and monitoring
product features and their polarities.

ﬁrst present the core functionalities of OPINSTREAM and then
introduce basic concepts. This section ﬁnishes with the OPINSTREAM components and workﬂow.

3.1. Core functionalities of OPINSTREAM
OPINSTREAM encompasses two core functionalities: adaptive
unsupervised learning of the implicit product features and adaptive
semi-supervised learning of the polarities of these features. The ﬁrst
functionality is undertaken by our adaptive stream clustering
algorithm OPINSTREAM_clusterer (cf. Fig. 1, left part): it learns
and maintains a two-level hierarchy of clusters (step 1), where a
cluster corresponds to a “product feature” – a set of representative
words derived from the cluster's centroid (step 5); to allow for
emerging features, it maintains reviews that do not ﬁt into the
clusters in “containers” (step 2) and decides regularly whether
container contents should be merged into the clusters (step 4). To
make sure that the words representative of each “product feature”
are captured, the algorithm identiﬁes “important reviews” inside
each cluster (step 3) and considers only the words in these reviews to
re-build the set of dimensions during cluster maintenance (step 1).
The concepts used by the OPINSTREAM_clusterer (including “feature”
(product feature) and review importance) are presented in Section
3.2 hereafter, while OPINSTREAM_clusterer itself is described in
detail in Section 5.
The second functionality, semi-supervised stream classiﬁcation,
is undertaken by our OPINSTREAM_polarityLearner (cf. Fig. 1, right
part), which is invoked inside each cluster (step 6 of OPINSTREAM_clusterer in Fig. 1). The OPINSTREAM_polarityLearner
encompasses the following steps: a polarity classiﬁer is trained
inside each cluster of the ﬁrst and of the second hierarchy levels
(step 1). Once the classiﬁer has assigned labels to all reviews in a
cluster, the dominant label in the cluster is propagated to the
product feature as its polarity (step 2). For training, we assume an
initial seed set S of reviews labeled on polarity; as new reviews
arrive, the algorithm uses the learned classiﬁer to assign labels to
them and then selects those reviews that it considers “useful” for
adaptive learning and adds them to the training set (step 3); it
thus learns in a semi-supervised way. To make sure that old
reviews do not inﬂuence the classiﬁcation task, they are regularly
removed from the training set (step 4). The concepts used by the
OPINSTREAM_polarityLearner (including “feature polarity” and
“review age”) are presented in Section 3.2, while the learner itself
is presented in Section 6.

3.2. Deﬁnitions and notation
In OPINSTREAM we observe recent reviews as more important
for model learning than old ones. We use the concept of review
age to model the recency of a review.

Note that old reviews are weighted less and forgotten, not only by
the OPINSTREAM_clusterer (as usual in stream clustering) but also
by the OPINSTREAM_polarityLearner (cf. Fig. 1, right part, step 4,
further explained in Section 6).
We deﬁne the importance of a review with respect to a set of
reviews by measuring how well the review represents the speciﬁc
set.
Deﬁnition 2 (Review importance). Let R be a set of reviews. We
deﬁne the importance of a review r A R with respect to R as the
number of reviews in R that have r among their k nearest
neighbors, whereby the reviews are weighted on their age
importanceðr; RÞ ¼ ∑ ageðr i Þ  isRevNeighbourðr; r i ; RÞ
ri A R

ð2Þ

where

isRevNeighbourðr; r i ; RÞ ¼

1;

r A NNðk; r i ; RÞ

0

otherwise

and NNðk; r i ; RÞ is the set of k-nearest neighbors of ri in R, where we
use cosine similarity as the similarity function.
As in [2], we rank reviews on importance and introduce a
review importance threshold β. Then, we denote the subset of
important reviews subject to threshold β as Rβ D R. For simplicity,
we use the notation R over Rβ . The reviews are vectorized (after
applying TF-IDF) on the set of dimensions DR. Then clustering is
performed, partitioning the batch into ﬁrst level clusters and,
respectively, partitioning each ﬁrst level cluster into second level
clusters. For a cluster c  R we deﬁne the “polarized feature” as
follows (from [2], with modiﬁed notation).
Deﬁnition 3 (Polarized feature). Let R be a set of reviews labeled
on polarity. Let R D R be the set of important reviews, and let DR be
the set of nouns in R; DR becomes the set of dimensions, on which
we vectorize the reviews. Further, let ζ R be the set of clusters over
R and let c A ζ R be a cluster. The “polarized feature” represented by
c consists of

 the centroid ! w1 ; w2 ; …; wjD j g , where wi is the average TFR



IDF weight of noun word ki A DR ; i ¼ 1…jDR j,
the polarity label cpolarity, deﬁned as the majority class label
among the reviews in c.

Since we have a two-level hierarchy, polarized features of the ﬁrst
level correspond to product features, while polarized features of
the second level reﬁned features of the ﬁrst level.
Not all arriving reviews ﬁt into the existing hierarchy. We
deﬁne the notion of document novelty with respect to the existing
clusters/features of the hierarchy.
Deﬁnition 4 (Review novelty). Let r be a new review. Let R be a
dataset and let ζ R be a set of clusters extracted from R under the
set of dimensions DR . Given a similarity threshold δ A ½0; 1, r is
novel with respect to ζ R if its cosine similarity to the closest cluster
centroid is less than δ.2
2

Obviously, the cosine similarity depends on the set of dimensions DR .
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It is obvious that by this deﬁnition each outlier is candidate for
novelty. Hence, we need a mechanism to decide whether a speciﬁc
review is an outlier or rather indicates an emerging concept (i.e. an
emerging product feature). To make sure that emerging concepts
are not overseen, we store novel reviews in containers. We
associate the ﬁrst hierarchy level with a global container, which
accommodates reviews that are too far from the centroids of all
global clusters. Each such cluster is further associated with a local
container, which accommodates reviews that are close to its
centroid but far from all centroids of its subclusters (local clusters).
To make sure that outliers are not perceived as emerging concepts,
we provide solutions on (i) quantifying novelty and (ii) regularly
incorporating novel reviews that are not outliers into the hierarchy. These issues are addressed in Section 5.
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Fig. 3. Two-level hierarchy built by OPINSTREAM encompassing clusters at each
level and within-cluster classiﬁers; we explicitly denote the important reviews in
each cluster and the container associated with.

3.3. Components and workﬂow of OPINSTREAM
OPINSTREAM has two components, shown in Fig. 2. The INITIALIZATION
COMPONENT (Fig. 2, left part) processes an initial seed of labeled reviews
S and invokes OPINSTREAM_clusterer to build the two-level hierarchy
of features, where a feature is formally deﬁned in Deﬁnition 3. As can
be seen from Figs. 2 and 1, the INITIALIZATION COMPONENT does not invoke
all steps of the OPINSTREAM_clusterer because the stream has not yet
been deployed, hence there is no concept drift yet. For the same
reason, only the supervised learning steps of the OPINSTREAM_polarityLearner are invoked to learn from the labeled S and derive the
polarity of the feature (cf. Deﬁnition 3) represented in each cluster.
The ADAPTATION COMPONENT deploys the full functionality of the
OPINSTREAM_clusterer and the OPINSTREAM_polarityLearner as the
stream of reviews progresses. The invoked OPINSTREAM_clusterer
exploits the concepts of review age (cf. Deﬁnition 1) to reduce the
weight of reviews during clustering, and considers only important
reviews (cf. Deﬁnition 2) to specify the set of dimensions inside each
cluster: only words from these reviews are considered for vectorization and speciﬁcation of the centroid and, hence, of the feature (cf.
Deﬁnition 3). The adaptation process is described in detail in Section 5.
Unlike the INITIALIZATION COMPONENT, the ADAPTATION COMPONENT
invokes the OPINSTREAM_polarityLearner indirectly, via the OPINSTREAM_clusterer (cf. Fig. 1, left part, step 6). It chooses reviews
that are useful with respect to the current concept and adds them,
with their derived labels, in the training set. This set is expanded
as such reviews are added and shrunken again as reviews are
forgotten (because of ageing, cf. Deﬁnition 1). The concept of useful
review is interwoven with the mechanism of semi-supervised
forward and backward adaptation, which are described in
Section 6. Informally, the usefulness of a review for learning is
measured on how much it reduces the entropy of the training set
(cf. Deﬁnition 7 in Section 6).
In Fig. 3, the two-level hierarchy is depicted and for each level, the
maintained entities are described. The ﬁrst level of the hierarchy,
consists of K g ﬁrst level clusters and the global container. At the

second level of the hierarchy, the second level clusters are maintained; there are K l clusters for each ﬁrst level cluster, and K g local
containers, each accommodating documents that are close to the
related ﬁrst level cluster centroid but far from all centroids of the
corresponding second level clusters. Each cluster in the hierarchy is
described in terms of its important reviews as cluster members,
polarized feature as centroid and the cluster speciﬁc classiﬁer derived
from the cluster members.
Fig. 4 shows the complete workﬂow of OPINSTREAM, including
the initialization (left upper part) and the adaptation (right part).
In the left upper part, we see the steps of the OPINSTREAM_clusterer and OPINSTREAM_polarityLearner for the initial seed of
reviews S. Below that box we see the ﬂow of reviews into the
training set; these are useful reviews (see right lower part of Fig. 4)
selected by OPINSTREAM_polarityLearner from the batch of
reviews arriving at each timepoint. The upper right part depicts
the tasks performed by OPINSTREAM_clusterer (and the invoked
OPINSTREAM_polarityLearner) on each review, namely assignment to a cluster or a container. The adaption of the hierarchy,
including merges clusters with their containers, is depicted in the
lower right part. This workﬂow is described in the next sections,
starting with the initialization in Section 4.

4. Extracting an initial hierarchy of polarized features
The INITIALIZATION COMPONENT of OPINSTREAM invokes ﬁrst the
OPINSTREAM_clusterer to build a two-level hierarchy of clusters
on the initial seed set S (cf. Fig. 2, left part, step 1). We assume that
the reviews in S are labeled, so we use them to learn an initial
polarity classiﬁer for each cluster (cf. Fig. 2, left part, step 2). Those
two initialization steps are described below.
4.1. The core of the OPINSTREAM_clusterer
Our adaptive stream clustering algorithm partitions the set of
reviews into K g global clusters (ﬁrst hierarchy level) and then
partitions each global cluster into K l local clusters (second hierarchy level). It uses fuzzy c-means, applying it on an elaborately
derived set of dimensions at each level.

Fig. 2. The components of OPINSTREAM (cf. Fig. 1).

4.1.1. Specifying the set of dimensions
The speciﬁcation of the set of dimensions for clustering is a
core activity for our clustering approach: instead of considering all
reviews, we concentrate on important ones. For the set of reviews
R, we extract (at initialization and at each later timepoint) the
subset of important ones R (cf. Deﬁnition 2 and following text)
subject to threshold β. We then deﬁne the set of dimensions DR as
the set of all nouns in R, vectorize the reviews using TFIDF
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Fig. 4. The workﬂow of OPINSTREAM.

weighting and build the ﬁrst level of clusters. For each cluster c,
we again identify the subset of important reviews c and derive
similarly the set of dimensions Dc. We then vectorize the reviews
in c and partition it into K l subclusters (second level).

that are also contained in r; and by computing the TF-IDF values of
words that are only contained in r.

4.1.2. Deriving a cluster's feature
Once the clusters at both hierarchy levels have been built, we
derive the polarized feature represented by each cluster as the
cluster's centroid, according to Deﬁnition 3. For a ﬁrst level cluster
c, the centroid' words come from DR; for a second cluster c0 below
a ﬁrst level cluster c, the centroid's words come from Dc, i.e. they
are speciﬁc to the parent cluster c. In both cases, the polarity of the
feature is the dominant polarity among the reviews in the cluster.

Our basic learner for polarity classiﬁcation is Multinomial Naïve
Bayes (MNB) [23]. The probability of a class c given a document
d is given as

4.1.3. Assigning an arriving review to a cluster or a container
After the initialization phase, each incoming review r in the
current batch must be placed in the hierarchy. The OPINSTREAM_clusterer checks whether it ﬁts the existing hierarchy by assessing
its novelty (cf. Deﬁnition 4), ﬁrst with respect to the global clusters
(ﬁrst hierarchy level). If the review is novel, i.e. it is further from
any global cluster centroid than the global similarity threshold δg,
then r is assigned to the single global container of the ﬁrst level. If
rather r ﬁts to a global cluster c, we perform the novelty check
again for the second level clusters to which c is partitioned.
It is noted that we use a local similarity threshold δl for the
second level clusters. This threshold may (but need not) have the
same value than the global similarity threshold, owing to the fact
that the cardinality of the second level clusters is much smaller
than the cardinality of the ﬁrst level clusters. If r ﬁts to no local
cluster, it is assigned to the local container of cluster c. If r is
assigned to a second level cluster, then this cluster's centroid is
updated by recomputing the TF-IDF values of those words from Dc

4.2. The basic learner for OPINSTREAM_polarityLearner

d

PðcjdÞ ¼

fi
PðcÞ∏jdj
i ¼ 1 Pðwi jcÞ
PðdÞ

ð3Þ

where PðcÞ is the prior probability of class c, Pðwi jcÞ is the
conditional probability of word wi belonging to class c and fdi is
the number of occurrences of wi in document d. All these
quantities can be easily estimated from the training set, i.e., the
initial seed set S in our case.3 The class prior PðcÞ equals to the
fraction of the seed set documents belonging to class c. The
conditional probability Pðwi jcÞ is given by
P^ ðwi jcÞ ¼

N ic þ 1
j
∑jV
j ¼ 1 N jc þ jVj

ð4Þ

where Nic is the number of occurrences of the word wi in
documents of class c and V is the vocabulary of distinct words
built upon the seed set S. Finally, PðdÞ is the probability of
observing document d. In our case, we consider all documents of
the same importance so the probability is the same for all
documents. To avoid the zero-frequency problem, we use the
Laplacian correction that initializes all counts to one instead of
zero. The document d is assigned ﬁnally to the class c that
3

Parameter estimates are indicated by a “hat” (^ ).
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maximizes the conditional probability PðcjdÞ. The learned MNB
classiﬁer built upon the seed set S is denoted by ΔðSÞ.
The INITIALIZATION COMPONENT invokes MNB as part of the OPINSTREAM_polarityLearner inside each cluster to learn a clusterspeciﬁc model of the reviews in the cluster (cf. step 1 of OPINSTREAM_polarityLearner in Fig. 1). Then, the polarity of the feature
represented in the cluster is derived as the polarity of the majority
of the reviews in the cluster (cf. Deﬁnition 3). In the INITIALIZATION
COMPONENT, the invocation of OPINSTREAM_polarityLearner ends at
this point (cf. step 2 of OPINSTREAM_polarityLearner in Fig. 1). The
modiﬁcation of the training set by adding and removing reviews
(cf. steps 3 and 4 of OPINSTREAM_polarityLearner in Fig. 1) is only
invoked by the ADAPTATION COMPONENT. The adaptation workﬂow is
described in the next two sections.

5. Adapting the evolving hierarchy of features
The ADAPTATION COMPONENT invokes the complete set of functionalities of our OPINSTREAM_clusterer for cluster adaptation. Adaptation is done at each timepoint ti on the current batch (containing
batchSize reviews) from the stream.
We introduce a new adaptation approach that, differently from
[2], adapts the hierarchy smoothly – modifying the product
features as rarely as possible.
5.1. Rationale of the new approach
As pointed out in the closing sentences of Section 3.2, the
OPINSTREAM_clusterer within the ADAPTATION COMPONENT must adapt
the cluster hierarchy when enough novelty has been detected. The
critical questions are (i) how to quantify adequate novelty in the
arriving reviews and (ii) how to incorporate novel reviews in the
existing hierarchy.
Regarding question (ii), we should ﬁrst consider the possible
implications of incorporating novelty into the existing hierarchy.
In the simplest case, a review is simply assigned to a cluster or, if it
is novel, to a container, as explained in the last part of Section 4.1.
If a sufﬁcient number of novel reviews (cf. question (i) below) have
been accumulated in a cluster's container, then it is reasonable to
re-structure the cluster, taking them into account (local reclustering). Alternatively, the whole hierarchy could be re-constructed
from scratch (global reclustering). Global reclustering implies that
the product features derived and monitored thus far are replaced;
this is undesirable, because it forces the human observer to study
and comprehend the attitude of people towards new features.
Hence, global reclustering makes only sense if the stream of
opinions has undergone drastic changes.
When is the number of novel reviews “sufﬁcient” (cf. question
(i)) to justify local, or even global reclustering? In [1], we
quantiﬁed sufﬁcient novelty through container size; in [2,3], we
held on to that scheme. However, linking novelty to container size
is only sustainable when assuming that the existing clusters and
their containers are far apart from each other. This assumption
may not hold though: as reviews grow older and disappear, and as
the semantics of important reviews inside the clusters may
change, the clusters and their containers may “start moving
towards each other”. In such a case, a reclustering is not always
necessary; it may be sufﬁcient to merge a cluster c with its
container b, possibly without even changing the product feature
represented by c. Thus, we consider the following strategies:
Merge Strategy I:
Merge Strategy II:

Merge b and c, while preserving the set of dimensions in c, Dc vs.
Merge b and c, and recompute a new set of dimensions Dc [ b from the contents of both c and b.
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To decide whether a merge is beneﬁcial, and which merge option
should be used, we compute the quality of the model before and
after the anticipated merge action. We propose a quality indicator
based on cluster description length (cf. Section 5.2), and model the
two merge strategies on the basis of this indicator (cf. Section 5.3).
We decide between merging and reclustering (cf. Section 5.5) after
quantifying the notion of (human) fatigue as the result of global
reclustering (cf. Section 5.4).
5.2. Description length as quality indicator
As indicator of quality for a cluster (before and after a merge),
given a set of dimensions, we use the notion of Description Length,
ﬁrst introduced by Rissanen [24]. If P(x) is the probability of
observing the vector of review x, then its Description Length in
bits is DLðxÞ ¼  log 2 PðxÞ.
Deﬁnition 5 (Description length of a cluster). Let c be a cluster and
let Dc be its set of dimensions. We deﬁne the Cluster Description
Length of c given Dc as
CDLðc; Dc Þ ¼  ∑ log 2 Pðrjc; Dc Þ
r Ac

ð5Þ

where we deﬁne Pðrjc; Dc Þ as the probability of observing the
vector values of r, formed in the set of dimensions Dc inside cluster
c. Lower CDLðÞ values are better.
To compute the probabilities in Deﬁnition 5, we ﬁrst assume that
the words in the reviews inside a cluster are independent given
cluster (the typical naïve assumption). We further assume normal
distribution for each word/dimension. Then, the conditional probability Pðrjc; Dc Þ is deﬁned as
Pðrjc; Dc Þ ¼

∏

w A r \ Dc

Pðx ¼ vrw jcÞ

ð6Þ

where vrw is the value of the vector of r for word w, i.e. frequency of
w in r. We derive Pðx ¼ vrw jcÞ from the cumulative distribution
function F X ðÞ of the normal distribution N ðμcw ; ðσ cw Þ2 Þ with mean μcw
and standard deviation σcw of a word w A Dc given c. It holds that
Z x
2
1
2
F X ðxÞ ¼ PðX rxÞ ¼
f ðxÞ with f ðxÞ ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃe  ðx  μÞ =2σ
σ
π
2
1
for the normal distribution. We set the upper limit of the integral
to x þ ϵ where ϵ ¼0.001 serves as the tolerance value. Hence
Pðx ¼ vrw jcÞ  Pðx þ ϵ r vrw jcÞ  Pðx rvrw jcÞ

ð7Þ

By deﬁning the description length of a cluster conditional to a
set of dimensions, we can check whether the merging of a cluster
with its container decreases the CDLðÞ value – depending on
whether the set of dimensions is retained or replaced. The
intuition is that a merge between two sets is beneﬁcial if the
description length of the (one) merged set is smaller than that of
the two initial sets.
5.3. Impact of merging on cluster description length
Using the CDLðÞ (Deﬁnition 5), we check the impact of each
merge strategy on the number of bits needed to describe a cluster
after it is merged with its container.
Merge Strategy I: For cluster c and its container b, this strategy
translates to the question: “Do we gain in quality if we merge c
with b, while retaining the set of dimensions Dc?”. We quantify
this by applying this strategy under the
Conditional_I : CDLðcjDc Þ þ CDLðbjDb Þ  CDLðc [ bjDc Þ 4 0
In this conditional, the set of dimensions Dc is derived from the set
of important reviews in c, as explained in Section 4.1.1, while the
set of dimensions Db for the container consists of all words in the
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container's reviews (since reviews in containers do not have
importance scores).
If Conditional_I is satisﬁed, then the number of bits required to
describe c [ b under Dc is less than the number of bits needed to
describe cluster and container separately, i.e. the merge brings a
gain in quality. So, OPINSTREAM_clusterer merges b with c and
updates the centroid of c.
If the conditional is not satisﬁed, this means that the container
b is far apart from the contents of c with respect to the set of
dimensions of c. Then, we can consider a change in the set of
dimensions, corresponding to the second merge strategy.
Merge Strategy II: For cluster c and its container b, this strategy
is invoked if the Conditional_I is not satisﬁed. Strategy II translates
to the question: “Do we gain in quality if we merge b with c and
use a new set of dimensions, derived from both c and b?” We
quantify this by applying this strategy under the

5.5. Adapting the hierarchy with or without cluster rebuilds
At the end of each batch and for each cluster c of the ﬁrst level,
we ﬁrst check whether its local container should be merged with
it according to Merge Strategy I: if Conditional_I is satisﬁed, then
the reviews in the container become part of the cluster and are
subsequently placed to the subclusters of c.
Whenever Conditional_I is not satisﬁed, we check whether
Merge Strategy II can be applied. However, this strategy implies a
change in the set of dimensions of cluster c, and hence an increase
in fatigue. Hence, we identify all ﬁrst level clusters, for which
Conditional_II is satisﬁed. These correspond the anticipated cluster
rebuilds, as mentioned in Deﬁnition 6: we use them to compute the
expected fatigue and juxtapose its value to a fatigue threshold γ :

 If the fatigue is less than γ , OPINSTREAM_clusterer performs

Conditional_II : CDLðcjDc Þ þ CDLðbjDb Þ  CDLðc [ bjDc [ b Þ 4 0
where the set of dimensions Dc [ b contains the words of the
important reviews in c and the words of all reviews in b (and
similarly for Db).
If Conditional_II is satisﬁed, the bits needed to describe c [ b
under Dc [ b (which is equal to Dc [ Db ) are less than those needed
to describe b and c separately. Hence, the merge implies a gain in
quality, so OPINSTREAM_clusterer merges b with c, but also
renews the set of dimensions. This results essentially in a new
cluster c [ b and to the recomputation of the product feature
represented by the cluster.

5.4. Deciding for hierarchy rebuilds on the basis of fatigue
The replacement of a cluster's set of dimensions is a local, yet
drastic change in the two-level hierarchy, because all reviews in
the affected cluster must be vectorized anew. Also, its product
feature, which was monitored thus far, is replaced. More drastic is
a global reclustering: all reviews must be re-vectorized, and all
product features vanish and are replaced by new ones. Hence, we
have two reasons for keeping the number of (local and global)
reclusterings low: to reduce the computationally expensive revectorization operations and, to reduce the mental effort of the
human observer, who monitors the product feature popularity
over time. To quantify the mental effort caused by such rebuilds of
clusters, we introduce the notion of fatigue.
Deﬁnition 6 (Fatigue). Let M(t) be the hierarchy model at timepoint t and n be the number of reviews that are contained in the
clusters of M(t). Also, let MðtÞ\Mðt 1Þ denote the set of clusters
which were rebuilt at t. We deﬁne the fatigue as the percentage of
reviews involved in rebuilt clusters
∑

fatique ¼

jcj

c A MðtÞ\Mðt  1Þ

n

ð8Þ

where jcj is the number of reviews in cluster c.
By this deﬁnition, fatigue corresponds to the mental effort a user
has to make to inspect a new part of the two-level hierarchy: the
polarized product features and the reviews associated with them.
In that context, a cluster rebuilt is not limited to a reconstruction of
the set of dimensions only: if a ﬁrst level cluster is merged with
the global container, then, obviously, all its subclusters must be
rebuild. Thus, cluster “rebuilds” cover all local reclusterings and
the global reclustering that involves all rebuilding the ﬁrst level as
a whole. The best value for fatigue is 0 (no rebuilds), the worst is 1.



local reclustering: each of the identiﬁed ﬁrst level clusters is
rebuilt, i.e. the set of dimensions is recomputed, the reviews are
vectorized anew and the second level sublclusters are recomputed from scratch. This implies that the ﬁrst level feature
of each cluster and all its subfeatures are replaced by new ones.
If the fatigue is more than γ , OPINSTREAM_clusterer rebuilds
the whole hierarchy from scratch.

The rationale behind the threshold γ is that a large number of local
reclusterings may be ultimately more confusing to the human
expert than the reconstruction of the whole hierarchy.
For clarity, we describe here which part of the stream participates in a rebuild. In a stream environment, there are different
ways to deal with ageing, namely the landmark window model
that considers everything since the beginning of the stream, the
sliding window model that considers only the most recent history
and the damped window model that assigns some age-dependent
weight on data points so as most recent points count more [25].
Though in our case the stream arrives in batches of ﬁxed sizes, as
in the sliding window model, a hierarchy rebuild does not rely
solely on the reviews within the current batch. Rather, older
reviews are maintained also in the hierarchy either as members
of the hierarchy clusters or as members of their corresponding
containers. The ageing function that characterizes the recency of a
review downgrades old reviews so recent ones are given higher
weights but nevertheless old ones might be still present in the
hierarchy, as long as they are important based on Deﬁnition 2.
Therefore, we could describe the adopted window model as a
combination of the sliding window model and the damped
window model. The sliding window model part, which focuses
only on the recent history of the stream, allows us to adapt faster
to changes in the underlying population whereas the damped
window model part, which downgrades older reviews based on
the exponential ageing function, allows us for smoother adaptation over time as the stream history is also taken into account to
the degree of the decay factor λ: the higher the value of λ, the
lower the contribution of the stream history.
5.6. Updating the age and importance score of reviews
At the end of each batch, we update the age and importance
score of all reviews in a cluster, the same way as done in [2]. In
particular, we update the review age (cf. Deﬁnition 1), then use the
updated age values to recompute the k nearest neighbors of each
review. We thus recompute the importance of each review (cf.
Deﬁnition 2) and juxtapose it to the review importance threshold β
(cf. text after Deﬁnition 2).
Hence, the set of important reviews for a cluster c, c, may
change at the end of each batch. To trace these reviews, we
maintain hashmaps: the hashmap of c contains all words
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appearing in reviews of c and, for each word, the number of
appearances in c and the timestamp of the most recent appearance. With this hashmap, OPINSTREAM_clusterer identiﬁes very
fast which words do not belong anymore to Dc and which are new
in it: the reviews in c are re-vectorized accordingly. It must be
noted that re-vectorization does not imply that the second level
clusters are rebuilt, although a rebuilt might be provoked at the
end of the next batch.

6.2. Backward adaptation – weighting reviews by age
Next to forward adaptation, we weight reviews by their age
(cf. Deﬁnition 1), so that older reviews have gradually less effect on
the classiﬁer and very old ones get discarded from S.
Further, we incorporate ageing into the MNB basic learner of
the OPINSTREAM_polarityLearner by replacing Nic in Eq. (4) with
Naged
, deﬁned as
ic
jSj

d

Naged
¼ ∑ f ic  ageðd; tÞ
ic
d¼1

6. Adapting the evolving polarities of the features
The OPINSTREAM_polarityLearner is invoked by the OPINSTREAM_clusterer inside each cluster. At an abstract level, this is
done after cluster adaptation (Section 5); in fact, the OPINSTREAM_polarityLearner is interwoven with the OPINSTREAM_clusterer: as soon as a review is added to a cluster, the
OPINSTREAM_polarityLearner uses the existing cluster-speciﬁc
classiﬁer to assign a label to it (cf. Fig. 4, upper right part). Then,
it checks whether this review would be useful for training; if yes, it
adds it to the training set in a process called the forward
adaptation. After ﬁxing the contents of each cluster, occasionally
merging a cluster with its container or even reclustering (cf. Fig. 4,
lower right part), the OPINSTREAM_polarityLearner removes old
reviews from the training set in a process called the backward
adaptation.
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ð10Þ

where the number of occurrences of word wi in d with label c is
weighted by the age of d. Hence, the conditional probability of wi
given class c (Eq. (4)) is replaced by
P^ ðwi jcÞaged ¼

N aged
þμ
ic
aged
j
∑jV
þ∑d A S ageðd; tÞ
j ¼ 1 N jc

ð11Þ

The parameters μ and ∑d A S ageðd; tÞ serve as the Laplace correction; μ is the smallest weight – referring to a review that appeared
at timepoint 0 (beginning of the stream).
When a review d arrives, only the counts of words in d must be
updated, and only for the class of d. So, we update all other word
counts only once per timepoint: we modify the weights of all
reviews by our age function (cf. Deﬁnition 1 and Eq. (10)) and then
adjust the counts of each affected word and class.

7. Experiments
6.1. Forward adaptation – incorporating new reviews
We update the initial classiﬁer ΔðSÞ by incorporating new
reviews into the seed set S after deriving their labels with ΔðSÞ.
We use the extended training set S 0 to adapt the model into ΔðS 0 Þ.
To select new reviews for the extension of S, we introduce the
concept of usefulness, which is based on entropy.
Deﬁnition 7 (Usefulness). Let d be a new review, to which ΔðSÞ
assigns the label c. The usefulness of d is
UsefulnessðdÞ ¼ ∑ HðS; wi Þ  HðS [ d; wi Þ
wi A d

ð9Þ

and d is useful for learning if UsefulnessðdÞ is greater than a
threshold α A ð  1; 0: here, HðS; wi Þ is the entropy of S w.r.t. wi,
which expresses how pure S is w.r.t class when considering only
wi; HðS [ d; wi Þ is the entropy w.r.t. wi when considering d as part
of the seed set, i.e. over the set S [ d.
Informally, a review that decreases the entropy difference is useful
because it “boosts” the performance of the old classiﬁer by adding
to S reviews that are very likely to have indeed the label assigned
to them. On the other hand, a review that increases the entropy
difference is also useful: it forces the classiﬁer to adapt to reviews
that are different from those seen thus far. We regulate the
usefulness of reviews with the threshold α A ð  1; 0Þ: values close
to 0 promote smooth adaptation, since they require that the newly
added reviews in the model agree with the old classiﬁer; values
close to 1 promote diversity.
It is noted that in the usefulness deﬁnition we use the entropy
difference over all words wi A d, instead of over all words in S and
S [ d. The reason is that d is the only difference between the two
sets. If d is useful w.r.t. the usefulness threshold α, the seed set S is
expanded by d, so the new seed set is S [ d. Also, the parameters
of the MNB classiﬁer are updated accordingly based on d. This is an
efﬁcient update, as we need to update only the counts Nic for all
words wi A d and class label classðdÞ A C.

We evaluate OPINSTREAM in terms of the quality of both the
extracted features and the learned feature polarities. In particular,
we evaluate the OPINSTREAM_clusterer component on the purity of
the clusters it produces, and the OPINSTREAM_polarityLearner
component on the quality of the classiﬁers it creates in a semisupervised way. We present our evaluation measures in Section 7.3.
We run our experiments on two real world datasets (cf. Section 7.1).
We also evaluate the efﬁciency of OPINSTREAM in terms of its
execution time.
For feature extraction and monitoring, we compare OPINSTREAM_clusterer with our earlier stream clustering algorithm
from [2], denoted as ClusteringBaseline. For feature polarity
learning, we compare with the non-adaptive semi-supervised
classiﬁer of [2], denoted as PolarityBaseline hereafter, and also
with the method of Silva et al. [21], denoted as Silva hereafter.
7.1. Datasets
For the evaluation, we use two datasets of opinionated (positive
and negative) reviews, denoted as D1 and D2 hereafter. To distinguish
between the implicit product features discovered by OPINSTREAM
according to Deﬁnition 3 and the explicit features in the datasets, we
use the term product property or simply property for the latter.
Obviously, a feature (which is described by words with probabilities)
cannot be exactly matched with a property; a semantic matching can
only be done manually.
Stream D1 is derived from the dataset of opinionated reviews [26],
as in [2]. In particular it is derived by sorting the reviews so as to
deliver all 38 features within the ﬁrst 220 reviews, as stream1 in [2].
D1 contains 481 reviews on nine products, where each review refers
to one explicit product feature out of 38 total and is associated with
positive/negative polarity. The stream was partitioned in ca. 10 batches
of 50 reviews (cf. Table 1, ﬁrst line, ﬁrst column).
The number of properties per batch is depicted in Fig. 5; most
of the properties appear in between 5 and 30 reviews, i.e. there is
no property which occurs in all reviews. It is stressed that the
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Table 1
Parameter settings.
Parameter settings used on both datasets in all experiments

Experiment

Batch size

Ageing factor λ

# Nearest neighbors k

Threshold β on review importance

Threshold γ on fatiguea

Initial seed

50

0.5

4

0.6

0.3

D1:100; D2:500

Similarity δl

b

Parameter settings used on D1
Thresholds for ﬁrst level clusters
# Clusters K g
Cluster purity
Polarity learning
Exectime I (Table 2)

2
2
2

Thresholds for second level clusters

Similarity δg

Container sizeb σg

0.1
0.6
0.6

100
100
100

# Clusters K l
2
6
6

Container size σl

0.2
0.7
0.7

15
15
15

Parameter settings used on D2
Thresholds for ﬁrst level clusters

Experiment

Cluster purity
Polarity learning
Exectime I (Table 2)
Exectime II (Fig. 13)
a
b

Thresholds for second level clusters

# Clusters K g

Similarity δg

Container size σg

# Clusters K l

Similarity δl

b

9
6
2
Varied

0.1
0.2
0.6
0.3

500
500
500
500

9
6
6
Varied

0.2
0.3
0.7
0.4

150
150
150
150

b

container size σl

Denotes parameters used only by OPINSTREAM.
Parameters used only by ClusteringBaseline, resp. PolarityBaseline.

Fig. 5. Stream D1: the number of properties per batch.

batches are ordered, so the algorithms will encounter a slightly
increasing number of properties after the fourth batch. In Fig. 6,
we show the entropy distribution per batch, where we compute
entropy with respect to the polarity of reviews. An entropy value
of 1.0 means that the reviews in the batch are uniformly distributed with respect to the classes, while an entropy of 0.0 means
that all reviews in the batch are of the same class. We see that the
entropy is close to 1, i.e. there is a mix of positive and negative
reviews in each batch.
Stream D2 comes from a dataset ﬁrst introduced by Yu et al. in
[27], which contained data crawled from cnet.com, viewpoints.
com, reevoo.com and gsmarena.com. From these data we use only
reviews that describe a single feature, after removing very short
reviews (those containing less than two adjectives or two nouns).
The ﬁnal stream D2 contains 12,825 reviews on 327 properties
with positive/negative polarities.4 We use the timestamps of the
reviews to build ca. 240 batches, each one containing 50 reviews
(cf. Table 1, ﬁrst line, ﬁrst column). As for stream D1, we show the
number of reviews per batch in Fig. 7 and the entropy per batch in
Fig. 8. We see that the number of properties varies strongly from
one batch to the next, which will make adaptation challenging for
all algorithms. Entropy follows the same non-smooth pattern, its
values are rather high, in the [0.7–1] range, indicating that the

4
Available at http://omen.cs.uni-magdeburg.de/itikmd/cms/upload/Datasets/
D2.zip

Fig. 6. Stream D1: entropy per batch, entropy is computed w.r.t. the polarity of the
reviews in the batch. Higher values indicate more mixed sentiment in the batch,
i.e., more similar percentages of positive/negative reviews.

batches contain both negative and positive reviews and there is no
clear sentiment label winner in the batches.
7.2. Parameter settings
Table 1 depicts the parameter settings for OPINSTREAM and for
ClusteringBaseline, resp. PolarityBaseline, for the experiments
described in sequel. Some parameter settings are the same for
both streams (like the size of each incoming batch), while others
depend on stream and experiment (like the number of clusters).
The algorithm Silva is a classiﬁcation rule learner, so it uses
different parameters from OPINSTREAM and PolarityBaseline. We
used following settings. We set the minimum support for considering a rule for classiﬁcation to 1 (1 supporting review) and
minimum conﬁdence to 0.001; minimum rule size ¼3 and threshold for adding a review to the training set ¼0.6. These values are
conservative, intended to ensure that Silva will ﬁnd rules even in a
heterogeneous stream like D2.
In most experiments we show the values of the evaluation
measure (cluster quality, classiﬁer quality, processing time) as the
stream evolves. For this, we place the number of reviews seen thus
far in the horizontal axis – see e.g. Fig. 9 on cluster quality for
stream D1. The horizontal axis always starts after reading the
initial seed of labeled reviews and the ﬁrst batch of the stream (cf.
Table 1, values at ﬁrst line for ﬁrst and last column), i.e. at review
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Ideally, #coveredPropertiesðcÞ ¼ 1, whereupon the RMP(c) contains
all reviews in the cluster.
Then for a ﬁrst level cluster c, we deﬁne its global purity on the
basis of the purities of its subclusters (counter of subcluster is x)
globalPurityðcÞ ¼ ∑
x

jRMPðxÞj  #coveredPropertiesðxÞ
∑x #coveredPropertiesðxÞ  jxj

ð12Þ

Finally, we deﬁne the purity of the two-level hierarchy Θ as the
average of the global purity values of its ﬁrst level clusters
Fig. 7. Stream D2: the number of properties per batch.

Fig. 8. Stream D2: entropy per batch, entropy is computed w.r.t. the polarity of the
reviews in the batch. Higher values indicate more mixed sentiment in the batch, i.
e., more similar percentages of positive/negative reviews.

avgWPurityðΘÞ ¼

K

∑i ¼g 1 globalPurityðci Þ
Kg

ð13Þ

where K g denotes the number of ﬁrst level clusters. Higher purity
values are better and the best purity (1.0) is achieved when all
reviews in each cluster x refer to the represented property, i.e.,
#coveredPropertiesðxÞ ¼ 1. However, if the number of clusters is set
lower than then the (a priori unknown) number of product
properties, then some clusters will inevitably accommodate more
than one property, whereupon the value of 1.0 cannot be achieved.
For the evaluation of the OPINSTREAM_polarityLearner we use
the kappa statistic [6] within a sliding window. The kappa statistic
normalizes accuracy by that of a chance classiﬁer
k¼

pexaminedClassifier  pchanceClassifier
1  pchanceClassifier

ð14Þ

where pexaminedClassiﬁer denotes the accuracy of the examined
classiﬁer, while pchanceClassiﬁer is the probability that a chance
classiﬁer, designed to assign the same number of examples to
each class as the examined classiﬁer, makes a correct prediction.
Kappa lies in the  1 to 1 scale; 1 denotes perfect agreement, 0 is
what would be expected by chance and negative values indicates
agreement less than chance [28].
7.4. Evaluation on the monitoring of product features

Fig. 9. Stream D1: average weighted purity (“purity” for short) over time. The
horizontal axis depicts the arrival of reviews in batches of 50 reviews. The higher
purity the better, hence OPINSTREAM outperforms the baseline.

150 for D1 (batch size ¼50 and size of initial seed ¼100) and at
review 550 for D2 (batch size ¼50 and size of initial seed ¼ 500).

7.3. Evaluation measures
For the evaluation of OPINSTREAM_clusterer we use the purity
measure which we introduced in [2]. Informally, this measure
reﬂects the number of explicit product properties supported by
clusters, where it is preferable that a cluster supports a single
property supported by no other cluster. Hence, our purity measure
is supervised, based on the product properties recorded with the
reviews. More formally, the evaluation measure of purity is
deﬁned as follows5:
Each review inside a cluster c (of the ﬁrst or the second level)
refers to a product property. We sort the product properties on the
number of reviews referring to each one, and we assess the
majority property for the cluster c as the one mostly referred to
in c. We denote the set of “Reviews referring to the Majority
Property” in c as RMP(c). Further, #coveredPropertiesðcÞ is the total
number of product properties that are referenced by reviews in c.
5

We use a modiﬁed version of the measures in [2].

We evaluate the OPINSTREAM_clusterer of OPINSTREAM for the
discovery and monitoring of product features, comparing to ClusteringBaseline. We ﬁrst compare on D1, building K g ¼ 2 global clusters
with K l ¼ 2 subclusters each (cf. Table 1, global settings and settings
on D1). Fig. 9 shows how the average weighted purity (cf. Eq. (13)) or
“Purity” for short, changes over time as the D1 stream progresses in
batches of 50 reviews. We see that both methods start with the same
purity values, but OPINSTREAM adapts better to the stream and
achieves higher purity values for reviews 430 till 480. This indicates
that OPINSTREAM creates more homogeneous and stable clusters.
In Fig. 10, we show how purity changes for both methods as the D2
stream progresses. We build nine global clusters with nine subclusters
each, reﬂecting the fact that D2 contains many product properties; the
parameter settings are again shown in Table 1 (see global settings and
settings on D2). Similar to D1, OPINSTREAM clearly outperforms
ClusteringBaseline, achieving a much higher purity than ClusteringBaseline over the entire stream. Since D2 is larger and more heterogeneous than D1 (D2 contains 327 properties vs. 38 in D1), the
superiority of OPINSTREAM indicates that the smooth adaptation
approach leads to better clusters even on heterogeneous data.
7.5. Evaluation on polarity learning
The emphasis of this work is more on the unsupervised part of
OPINSTREAM but we also compare the OPINSTREAM_polarityLearner
with PolarityBaseline [2] and with Silva [21], evaluating with the
kappa measure (cf. Eq. (14)). The initial seed is set to 100 reviews for
D1 and to 500 reviews for the larger D2 (cf. Table 1). Since our polarity
learner and the PolarityBaseline learn one classiﬁer per cluster, we also
specify the number of clusters and subclusters.
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Fig. 10. Stream D2: average weighted purity (“purity” for short) over time. The
horizontal axis depicts the arrival of reviews in batches of 50 reviews. The purity
values vary for both algorithms, but OPINSTREAM constantly outperforms the
baseline.

Fig. 12. Stream D2: kappa over time (higher values are better) as the stream
progresses in batches of 50 reviews. Performance oscillates for all methods, with
OPINSTREAM and PolarityBaseline performing very similarly and consistently
better than Silva.

Table 2
Execution time of all methods on D1 and D2.
Method

Baseline
Silva
OPINSTREAM

Fig. 11. Stream D1: kappa over time (higher values are better) as the stream
progresses in batches of 50 reviews. Performance varies at the beginning, with Silva
performing best and worst, while OPINSTREAM has the least performance variation. All methods converge to very similar kappa values.

For D1, we build K g ¼ 2 global clusters with K l ¼ 6 subclusters
each. In Fig. 11 we depict the kappa values over time as stream D1
progresses in batches of 50 reviews (cf. Table 1, ﬁrst line, ﬁrst column).
The kappa values are high for OPINSTREAM and PolarityBaseline at the
beginning, while the method Silva performs poorly until review 300
and is unstable thereafter. For PolarityBaseline, kappa values deteriorate after review 250, while the performance of OPINSTREAM
becomes stable. Hence, OPINSTREAM outperforms PolarityBaseline
and is more stable than Silva.
For D2, we build K g ¼ 6 global clusters with K l ¼ 6 subclusters
each. In Fig. 12 we depict the kappa values over time as stream D2
progresses in batches of 50 reviews (cf. Table 1, ﬁrst line, ﬁrst column).
Since D2 is much larger and more heterogeneous, we allow for larger
containers in ClusteringBaseline (which builds the clusters used by
PolarityBaseline) and we set the similarity thresholds to lower values
than for D1 (cf. Table 1 for all parameter values).
In Fig. 12, we see that the kappa values for OPINSTREAM,
PolarityBaseline and Silva oscillate around a virtual line of
kappa ¼0.2. OPINSTREAM and PolarityBaseline obtain high kappa
values at the beginning of the stream and drop to the virtual line
while Silva continuously achieves values around the virtual line.
Moreover, the kappa values of OPINSTREAM increase as the stream
progresses and become the highest among the three methods for
the reviews 11,500–12,825. This indicates that OPINSTREAM and
PolarityBaseline achieve a good exploitation of the initial seed.
Hence, learning a classiﬁer inside each cluster is beneﬁcial for such
a heterogeneous stream. The similarity in performance between
OPINSTREAM and PolarityBaseline indicates that the stream does
not lend itself to smooth adaptation of the clusters containing the
classiﬁers; this is in agreement with the variation in cluster purity
(cf. Fig. 10). In the next subsection we show that the quality of
OPINSTREAM is achieved in a much shorter processing time than
PolarityBaseline (cf. Table 2).

Execution time (in sec)
On D1

On D2

3.77
5.98
1.48

916.78
574.92
40.81

7.6. Measuring execution time
In the last set of experiments, we measure execution time of
OPINSTREAM (clustering and classiﬁcation), comparing it to Silva
and to PolarityBaseline, which in turn is invoked by ClusteringBaseline; we denote this as Baseline for short.
In Table 2 we show the execution times for D1 and D2, using
the settings depicted in Table 1 for the “Exectime I” experiment.
OPINSTREAM is clearly the fastest for both datasets, using 1.48 s
for the small stream and 40.81 for the large one. The performance
gains are larger in D2, where Silva is ca. 14 times slower and the
Baseline of [2] more than 20 times slower. This indicates that the
smooth adaptation of OPINSTREAM_clusterer reduces the processing time demand. The differences between the two datasets lie in
both their size and complexity, D1 consists of 481 reviews
referring to 38 total properties, whereas D2 consist of 12.825
reviews regarding 327 product properties, therefore D2 is much
more complex. Method-speciﬁc parameters like the number of
local and global clusters that we examine below, which of course
are based on the dataset per se, also affect the performance.
Finally, we study the execution time as we vary the number of
global and local clusters on the large stream D2. We use the parameter
settings of the last line in Table 1. We show the results in Fig. 13. The
scale of the vertical axis is logarithmic, showing that OPINSTREAM
requires ca. 1/10 of the execution time of the Baseline from [2]. The
execution time increases rapidly for both methods when setting the
number of global and local clusters rather high (e.g. 12 global and 12
local clusters). An explanation is that more cluster rebuilds (Merge
Strategy II) are likely as the number of clusters increases. The smooth
adaptation of OPINSTREAM pays off then, because rebuilds are
performed more rarely than in [2].

8. Conclusion
We presented the framework OPINSTREAM for the extraction of
implicit product features from product reviews and the monitoring of
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not considered at all. We intend to include reviews with neutral label
in the initial seed, and investigate how the three-class problem
setting affects the performance of the semi-supervised stream
classiﬁer.

Acknowledgments

Fig. 13. Execution time of OPINSTREAM and Baseline on stream D2, when varying
the number of clusters. In the horizontal axis, the number before the _ denotes the
number of global clusters, while the number after the _ stands for local clusters.
Execution time is in logarithmic scale, hence execution time of OPINSTREAM is 10
times less and increases slower than the Baseline.

people's attitude towards these features over time. OPINSTREAM
encompasses stream clustering over an evolving set of dimensions,
extending our previous method [2] with a smooth adaptation
mechanism. OPINSTREAM incorporates our recent semi-supervised
stream classiﬁcation method of [3] that learns feature polarity inside
each cluster – now applied on the clusters learned by the new
adaptation mechanism.
The core characteristics of our adaptive approach are as
follows: (i) we built a two-level hierarchy of clusters, where the
subclusters inside a ﬁrst level cluster have a cluster-speciﬁc set of
dimensions. This allows us to reﬁne the features described by the
ﬁrst level cluster's centroid into subfeatures described by clusterspeciﬁc words. (ii) We monitor the age and importance of reviews,
where a review is important if it has many neighbors. As reviews
grow older while new ones arrive, their set of neighbors evolves,
and their importance score changes. This allows us to capture
evolution with respect to the contents of the reviews. (iii) We store
reviews that do not ﬁt to the clusters into containers. This allows
us to distinguish between outliers and reviews that represent a
new concept which manifests itself slowly. (iv) We adapt smoothly
whenever possible, by merging containers with clusters while
retaining the features represented by the clusters. This is different
from [2], where reclustering is done whenever containers become
full. (v) We assess the polarity of features from the polarity of the
reviews in each cluster. This allows us to learn and adapt feature
polarity in a semi-supervised way, using only an initial seed of
labeled reviews.
We have evaluated OPINSTREAM on opinionated datasets,
comparing it with earlier algorithms, and we have shown that it
performs better with respect to cluster quality, while the performance gap is larger for the larger dataset. We have also evaluated
the semi-supervised stream clustering component under the new
cluster adaptation approach and shown that the new method
performs comparably or better with respect to classiﬁer quality
and much better with respect to execution time. The execution
time improvements are more remarkable in the larger dataset,
indicating that the reduction of the number of reclusterings affects
performance positively.
Future work includes further simpliﬁcation of the cluster adaptation process. We intend to ﬁnd ways of modifying the set of
dimensions as infrequently as possible, e.g. by considering only a
ﬁxed set of selected words as dimensions. We also want to devise
visualization aids for the human expert to help her link the old and
the new product features. Also, measuring the quality of evolving
derived features is an open issue, for which we want to identify
appropriate measures. Finally, OPINSTREAM only distinguishes
between positive and negative sentiments, i.e. neutral reviews are
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